Colinton Primary School

Don’t forget to follow us on twitter @colintonps #colintonstars #connectingcolinton
P3/4 Home learning grid – Week beginning 20-4-20 - Launch Pad Learners should check on the Launch Pad page for their literacy and numeracy activities.
Literacy

Numeracy & Maths

PUBLISHERS AND AUTHORS –
Uplevel the following sentence with VCOP – The man stood in shock. (Can
you replace the word stood with another word that expresses how he felt?)
Describe the man- adjectives. Why is he standing in shock? Use connectives
to extend your sentence. What is he seeing? Introduce an opener?
Daily Writing in jotter- SPRING -What is Spring? Each day Id like you to think
about, what Spring is. Each day, I’d like you to write a few sentences, using
your VCOP skills. Start off with “Spring is …………” For inspiration watch

Number - SUMDOG
Can we suggest doing at least ten of the following calculations each day
Circles – Counting forwards / backwards to 20. Start counting forwards /
backwards at different points for eg @7, then @13 etc. Make additions with 3
digits within 20 for eg (6+2+3 = )
Triangles –Make additions with three numbers within 20 for eg 6 +7 + 5 =
Add on/Subtract multiples of ten to two digit numbers 54 + 30= 84 – 40 =
Squares Number bonds within 1000 eg. 200 + 800 = 1000, 450 + 150 =
Times tables –Ongoing! Suggested – Search Topmarks- Game – HIT THE
BUTTON Revise times tables and if you can recall the stations in each times
table for eg,3x table-stations - 3,6,9,12, etc and backwards
SHAPE- Look at the attached sheet of 2D Shapes. Vertices are the corners of
a shape, edges are the sides. In your jotter, complete a “Who am I?” task.
For eg, I have 4 vertices, 4 edges of an equal length, I am a ….. and draw
the shape. Do for as many shapes as you can. You could also play this game
with your sibling.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLAnt9__5Mg
Spelling –SEE ATTACHED SHEET
Writing – I’d like you to help an adult in your house make something. It could
be a sandwich, soup or even a lego creation, it’s your choice. Then, I’d like
you to write a set of instructions down, I’ve done an example, please see
attached sheet for guidance. 😊
Listening and Talking -Listen to CBBC Newsround each day
Can you talk to an adult in your house about some of the news items you
heard and explain what is happening.
Reading – Choose a book and read for 15 minutes every day. Make a list of
all the wow words you have found and explain what you think these words
mean.
Health & Wellbeing
YOU TUBE – COSMIC YOGA for children
P.E WITH JOE (MON – FRI 9AM LIVE ON -YOU TUBE THE BODY COACH)
Before Easter, we spoke about acts of kindness. Building on that, I want you
to discuss with an adult, what does “kindness” mean to you? How can you
show that kindness? Can you help in the house, lay the table or tidy up? Can
you send an email /card or draw a picture to someone who you have not
been able to see for a while? Can we use kind, encouraging words to
someone in our family? Draw and write a sentence(s) to show this.
What can you do to be kind to yourself? What helps you to relax? Read a
book, dance, listen to music? Think about this too.
We are delighted to see your pictures and your work on Twitter, well done.
We are very proud of how hard you are trying, keep it up! Mr Morrison and
Mrs MacLeod 😊

All questions and queries should be directed to: admin@colinton.edin.sch.uk

Inter Disciplinary (Topic) and Other Learning
SCIENCE – With an adult, read and discuss the powerpoint Parts of a plant.
Now remember class, when we play “Test the teacher?” How about with
your adult Play “Test …… and ask them lots of questions to see how much
they can remember? Have fun!
ART – Thinking of spring, can you draw a spring flower, taking care to label
each part of the flower. Include Petals, Leaves, Stem, Root.
FRENCH – Remind yourself of our hello song in French and sing along!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=274o1m8qHWg

